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AbstractIn social science, platform capitalism is becoming more analyzed as digital app-based platformshave revolutionized the global exchange of goods and services, prompting multifaceted challengeswithin society, economics, and politics. Platform governance emerges as this changing landscapeunfolds, illuminating the intricate interplay between national and local regulatory frameworks andthe burgeoning power dynamics among diverse stakeholders. This article provides a framework forexamining the complex political and governance issues that have surfaced in the gig economy, mainlyfocused on the proliferation of ride-hailing platforms, such as Uber, also known as TransportationNetwork Companies (TNCs). This article examines the framework of platform governance contributingtheoretically by putting into dialogue a literature primarily focused on studying social media withanother branch of the platform society in which policy disruption has been evident, such astransportation and urban mobility. The analysis focuses on three fundamental dimensions of politicaleconomy: ideas, interests, and institutions. The paper also reviews how these three approaches haveoperated in recent scholarly literature. Finally, the article underscores the need for future research toaddress this complexity from a contingent approach to promote a comprehensive understanding ofplatform regulation.
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ResumenEn las ciencias sociales, el capitalismo de plataformas se analiza cada vez más a medida quelas plataformas digitales basadas en aplicaciones han revolucionado el intercambio global de bienesy servicios, generando desafíos multifacéticos dentro de la sociedad, la economía y la política. Lagobernanza de plataformas surge a medida que se desarrolla este panorama cambiante, iluminandola intrincada interacción entre los marcos regulatorios nacionales y locales, así como las dinámicas depoder entre diversos actores. Este artículo proporciona un marco para examinar los desafíos políticosy de gobernanza que han surgido en la economía de los pequeños encargos surgidos a raíz de laproliferación de plataformas de transporte como Uber, también conocidas como Empresas de Redesde Transporte (ERT). Este artículo examina el marco de la gobernanza de plataformas contribuyendoteóricamente al poner en diálogo una literatura centrada principalmente en el estudio de las redessociales con otra rama de la sociedad de plataformas en la que la disrupción tecnológica ha sidoevidente, como lo es el transporte y la movilidad urbana. El análisis se centra en tres dimensionesfundamentales de la economía política: ideas, intereses e instituciones. El artículo también contribuyerevisando cómo estos tres enfoques han operado en la literatura académica reciente. Finalmente,el artículo subraya la necesidad de investigaciones futuras que aborden esta complejidad desde unenfoque contingente para promover una comprensión integral de la regulación de las plataformas.
Palabras clave: la economía de los pequeños encargos; Gobernanza de plataformas; Regulación de plataformas;ERT.
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1. INTRODUCTIONThe gig economy, commonly defined as the platform-mediated labor market characterizedby temporary, casual, or non-permanent work arrangements (Woodcock & Graham, 2020),stands as a crucial domain wherein the social implications of platform capitalism standout in the context of the digital transformation of labor markets (Kessler, 2019). While thegig economy has unlocked a spectrum of opportunities for facilitating employment, it hasconcurrently reshaped conventional perceptions of labor in the digital era (Prassl, 2018).The confrontation between digital platforms acting as technological disruptors,traditional labor sectors, and established legal frameworks has manifested across differentgeographical regions and sectors of the economy (Woodcock, 2021). This clash has extendedfrom remote forms of gig work, such as microtasking and cloudwork, to geographicallytethered models encompassing domestic and care labor, delivery services, and ride-hailing(Ravenelle, 2019).Conflicts related to platform capitalism (Srnicek, 2016) have manifested themselvesin struggles to improve working conditions in the digital sphere, in the search forregulations that balance contracts and labor relations, and in competition between traditionaland emerging industries worldwide (Umney et al., 2023). Despite recent advances inunderstanding the expansion and trends of digital platforms and labor concerns in differentparts of the world, it is essential to highlight that each of these regulatory struggles anddebates highlights local particularities, especially in the models of the gig economy focused onspecific geographic locations (Tucker, 2020).In urban transportation, ride-hailing platforms commercialized by diverse well-knownTransportation Network Companies (TNCs) worldwide, such as Uber, Lyft, DiDi, Bolt, andCabify, have also generated discussions beyond labor issues. These debates have coveredpolitical issues related to consumer safety, fair competition in the taxi market, publicaspects such as environmental and urban impacts, development, and possibilities for socialcompensation concerning this business model (Collier et al., 2018).This article seeks to put the former concerns into context through the lens of platformgovernance. We focus on how research about TNCs has developed across different academicfields and geographic settings in recent years. Additionally, we make a theoretical contributionby bridging the gap between the literature concerning the regulation of social mediaplatforms and the realm of urban mobility. We pay special attention to three key dimensions:ideas, interests, and institutions. To achieve this, we employ a narrative literature reviewmethodology to comprehensively synthesize research findings within this specific area ofstudy (Block & Fisch, 2020).In sum, the analysis presented in this article offers a unique perspective that, thus far,has yet to be thoroughly explored in the realm of TNC governance. We examine trends andchallenges at the crossroads of new media studies and other disciplines, such as politicalscience.The paper's structure consists of two main sections. The first section delves into theimplications of the platform economy in the political and governance sphere, analyzing thechallenges faced by local regulatory frameworks and the power dynamics between the variousactors involved in these processes. The second section addresses the three dimensions ofplatform governance explored in the specialized literature, all seen from the political economyperspective. Finally, the article summarizes the key ideas of the discussion. It proposes a
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research agenda that considers the interaction between States, civil society organizations, andthe influence of platform firms on regulation.
2. STUDYING THE PLATFORM SOCIETY BEYOND SOCIAL MEDIA

Platforms are often defined as those new data infrastructures that have revolutionizedhow firms, users, and developers interact in today's globalized economy due to theadvancement of the Internet. It also has allowed sophistication in the extraction of browsingdata and consumption patterns, the complexity of its processing through algorithms, and theability to take profit in this platform business model (Poell et al., 2019).This technological evolution has reconfigured power dynamics at a global level. Afew big tech companies have come to dominate multiple industries and sectors, includingadvertising, social media, cultural production, mobile communications, retail, housing, andurban transportation (van Dijck et al., 2018). This corporate domain has created anecosystem of digital platforms with specific governance systems and distinct approachesto understanding the role of goods and services as consumers, suppliers, and regulators(Hein et al., 2020). In recent decades, technological and economic changes have driven newInternet-based business models (Rahman and Thelen, 2019). In this context, social scienceshave paid attention to platformization, a process in which platforms and their principles haveinfiltrated the economy, government structure, and multiple areas of society (Helmond, 2015).In this context, essential concerns arise about public values and the reconfiguration ofdiscourses on democratic governance, accountability, and growing inequalities (van Dijcket al., 2018). Furthermore, digitalization and platformization processes are not limited todeveloped countries, affecting consolidated democracies and authoritarian regimes alike(Chan & Kwok, 2021).Platformization has also brought to light the global challenges governments confront,by struggling with anticipating, addressing, and effectively managing the far-reachingimplications of the emergence of gig economy platforms. These platforms impact establishedand emergent economic sectors, catalyzing ongoing debates concerning regulatoryframeworks poorly adapted to the flexibility, relocation, and quick exchanges through internetflows (Cartwright, 2021).Expanding upon Flew's seminal work (2021), which traces the transition from theearly 1990s era of the open internet to the contemporary discourses of the 21st centuryconcerning the platformized internet, the current landscape points to the emergence of athird phase characterized by intensified internet regulation. Flew (2019) also observes thatthe contemporary platformized internet landscape markedly diverges from the libertarianparadigms of the 1990s and early 2000s, which dictated minimal state intervention in theso-called network society (Comunello & Mulargia, 2023).As a result, the process of platformization has guided the trajectory of Internet Studiesinto a "regulatory turn", with a focus on public concerns such as privacy, online security,datafication, algorithmic influence, disinformation, hate speech, and issues related to laborand politics (Flew, 2021). The gig economy has also impacted the governance of sectorscrucial to the development of a nation, such as the labor market (Snellen & de Hollander,2017).These diverse issues distinctly reposition scholarly focus onto the state's central role inmanaging societal repercussions arising from platform-mediated activities spanning variouseconomic sectors (Haggart et al., 2021). Platforms have demonstrated their political and social
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influence in recent years (Gillespie, 2010), leading to increased attention to gig economyplatforms in terms of intermediation and capital accumulation on a global level.Currently, scholars are delving into the dynamics between governments, platform firms,civil society, and political change, exploring the interplay of competing ideas, interests, andinstitutional arrangements at local, national, and cross-national levels (Flew & Gillett, 2021;Winseck, 2020). Therefore, a critical area of research is emerging around the intersectionbetween digital platforms, labor markets, and political-economic considerations aroundregulatory frameworks (Malik et al., 2021). Concerns regarding the influence of platformfirms and their role as political entities have gained prominence in recent years (Culpepper& Thelen, 2020; Popiel, 2020) as they progressively engage in the policy-making processesassociated with the regulation of their market across diverse contexts (Borkholder et al.,2018).
3. PLATFORM GOVERNANCE: RETHINKING THE IMPACT OF
PLATFORMIZATION ON POLITICS AND INSTITUTIONSRecent revelations by the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ)published as "The Uber Files" (2022) disclosed compelling evidence regarding "the lobbyingMachine" employed by the Silicon Valley company within governments. Spanning both theNorthern and Global South regions, this practice is documented as far back as 2013. Suchcorporate practices underscore that "political factors also play a significant role, as influentialplatforms have wielded their influence over state legislatures, enacting preemption laws thatprohibit cities from regulating app-based services" (Vallas & Schor, 2020, p. 278). Hence,the current discourse surrounding the platform economy strongly advocates a multifacetedapproach transcending the traditional realms of work sociology and labor relations (Tucker,2020).Following Hall's classification (1997), which delves into inquiries concerning the voicesexerting influence over political processes and the adequate representation within decision-making structures that mold policies, we posit that a political economy perspective offers acomprehensive framework for analyzing the regulation of the gig economy platforms. Thistheoretical approach is also grounded in the premise that policy responses result from theinteractions among diverse stakeholders characterized by varying interests, modes of action,and narratives within specific institutional frameworks (Aguilera et al., 2021). Within thiscontext, we examine these relationships through the lens of platform governance.

Platform governance is the subject of various theoretical discussions rooted in adecentralized approach to regulation, garnering substantial attention in the context ofplatforms to transcend state-centric perspectives, involving diverse entities frequentlyperceived as influential actors within complex social and market ecosystems, in other words,understood as interactive “constellations of public and private stakeholders” (Leerssen, 2021,para. 1). Furthermore, this framework is fueled by the emerging governance theory knownas regulatory governance, which explores how a burgeoning economy generates transactioncosts at the local level due to the absence of legal coordination grounded in diversity andcompetition (Bilbil, 2019).Compared to conventional political economy paradigms, platform governance furnishesa comprehensive understanding of how platforms' actions, policies, and influence intersectwith politics. Furthermore, it also sets forth an interdisciplinary research agenda that aimsto unravel the complex web of governance relationships shaping interactions among different
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stakeholders in today's platform-driven society (Gorwa, 2019a), involving states, governmentsor regulatory agencies, civil society, and grassroots organizations (unions, NGOs, consumeradvocacy groups) and platform firms.Drawing from Gorwa's (2019b) and Flew’s (2021) proposals for studying social mediaplatforms, we state that a similar triangular configuration is a valuable framework for drawinga governance approach to TNCs. Figure 1 summarizes our theoretical understanding byhighlighting the multistakeholder regulatory arena, emphasizing the pivotal role in graspingthe intricacies of policy change in the gig economy.

Figure 1. “The Three Is” in the Platform Governance Triangle

Source: Author based on Gorwa (2019b), Hall (1997), and Flew (2021).This approach enhances our comprehension of the intricate interactions and negotiationsamong stakeholders when technological innovations, such as TNCs, are introduced withinlocal contexts. Ongoing debates on platform regulation are incorporating analyticalframeworks from diverse disciplines to elucidate the pivotal role of platform firms, conceivingthem as "institutional entrepreneurs" endowed with substantial influence (Baron, 2018).Furthermore, other conceptual paradigms are being explored, including examining grassrootsorganizations' influence on regulatory processes and their potential to engender institutionalchange in a complementary fashion (Wood & Lehdonvirta, 2021).While the notion that platform firms wield a central role in institutional change is aprevailing concern in scholarly literature, the constatation that the regulation of the platform
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economy can exhibit variations contingent upon local contexts and dynamics is gainingmomentum as a novel approach to advancing comparative research (Valdez, 2022).
4. BETWEEN IDEAS, INTERESTS, AND INSTITUTIONS: CURRENT
APPROACHES TO REGULATION AND INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE IN THE
RIDE-HAILING MARKETIn examining platform capitalism, information, and communication technologies (ICT)have assumed considerable significance in unveiling transformations within sectors suchas transportation and mobility (Snellen and de Hollander, 2017). Specifically, researchconcerning policy responses and institutional changes within the gig economy has grownsubstantially over the past decade. Scholars have illuminated pivotal factors in regulatoryprocesses on a global scale by concentrating on the ride-hailing industry. Their work hasunveiled the intrinsic interconnection of ideas, interests, and institutions in terms of analysisand methodology. These three dimensions constitute fundamental elements in comparativepolitical economy, facilitating the comprehension of how diverse variables and contextsinfluence policy responses and regulatory alterations.Considering the increasing significance of the gig economy and its profound effects onvarious aspects of the political economy and contemporary societal changes (Ness, 2023),we aim to provide a condensed overview of the scholarly trends within a political economyframework. To accomplish this, we utilize a narrative literature review methodology, allowingus to amalgamate research findings within this field of study and present the critical insightsrelated to TNCs impact on platform governance and policy change. Although the purpose hereis not to conduct a systematic or meta-analytical examination, we hope to shed light on themultifaceted nature of the gig economy and its far-reaching implications from the followingthree analytical approaches.

4.1. IdeasThe first dimension revolves around the pivotal role of ideas, discourses, and narratives inshaping regulatory responses to the gig economy and businesses operating on platforms.It aims to realize how ideas can significantly influence the formulation of regulatoryresponses to the emergence of platforms and give attention to how policymakers andvarious stakeholders perceive and construct issues related to platform regulation, as thisperception can profoundly impact the resulting regulatory framework. Researchers adoptingthis approach often delve into the communicative aspects of regulation, focusing on analyzingthe construction of ideas associated with the gig economy, technology, and labor markets.They usually examine how ideas navigate the discourse within the political arena andinfluence the policy-making process.One of the primary methodologies within this analytical dimension involves examiningpolicy framing processes, the discursive legitimation of regulatory preferences amongstakeholders, and their influence on regulatory outcomes. This approach involves identifyingthe various frames employed by competing actors in the context of regulation. Itacknowledges that framing is pivotal in shaping how actors perceive an issue and how itinfluences their understanding and discourse regarding platform regulation. The significanceof framing underscores the increasing emphasis on the discursive dimension in recentspecialized studies focused on the public discourse surrounding the platform economy (Adler,
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2021; Benli-Trichet & Kübler, 2022; Collier et al., 2018; Distelmans & Scheerlinck, 2021;Lanamäki & Tuvikene, 2022; Pelzer et al., 2019; Seidl, 2020).For instance, when examining the discursive strategies and rhetoric employed by variousstakeholders in the United States, Lehmann et al. (2022) introduce the concept of "discursive-institutional work." This concept illustrates how conflicts between actors with differingobjectives, modes of operation, and narratives rooted in distinct institutional frameworksinfluence the framing processes. While these formulations draw from various approaches thatpredominantly engage with discursive institutionalism, they exhibit subtle variations in theirconceptual frameworks. Seidl (2022) characterizes those discursive actions of platforms as"narrative entrepreneurship."On the other hand, another group of scholars has also explored how media discourseabout the sharing economy among politicians and public officials can create "capture frames"that legitimize the interests of firms within the regulatory landscape (Adler, 2021). Workssuch as Altura et al. (2021) even argue that policy outcomes are influenced as much byframing processes on media as by institutional arrangements.In conclusion, frame and discourse theory emerges as pertinent approaches here, mainlybecause the introduction of ride-hailing platforms in countries initiates public deliberationsin which stakeholders craft narratives either in favor of or against regulation (Coiquad &Morissette, 2022; Lanamäki & Tuvikene, 2022).

4.2. InterestsA second dimension of analysis centers on the concerns and interests of variousstakeholders in the gig economy, highlighting contentious claims, conflicts, and negotiationprocesses during regulatory attempts. Researchers employing this approach investigatehow diverse interest groups mobilize and advocate for their interests in shaping platformregulation. They closely examine the power dynamics at play and the strategies employed bythese groups. This investigation often includes the study of lobbying efforts, engagement andprotest events by labor unions, consumer advocacy activities, and the influence of platformfirms on regulatory decision-making.Most studies focusing on platforms as influential corporations capable of shapingregulatory changes draw from critical political economy frameworks related to the studyof business elites and state capture (Hardy, 2014). Although these works offer diverseperspectives on this phenomenon within the context of platform influence, they all sharethe commonality of being platform-centric. In other words, they consider platform firms thecentral actors of analysis and primary drivers affecting policy outcomes. From the standpointof the power of platforms, the literature scrutinizes regulatory and political processes (Popiel,2020).Consequently, with minor variations, authors generally characterize platforms as"institutional entrepreneurs" whose primary objective, upon entering new countries andcities, is to alter legislation that obstructs the expansion of their business model. Thisphenomenon is often analyzed as policy or regulatory disruption. Within the domain ofpolitical economy, these conceptual frameworks are routinely employed to examine theintricate power dynamics deeply embedded within societies, institutions, and markets (Collieret al., 2018; Pelzer et al., 2019; Spicer et al., 2019; Distelmans & Scheerlinck, 2021; Garud,2022).
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An approach rooted in an interest’s perspective aims to delve deeper into the variousphases and political decision-making arenas where the regulatory debate unfolds and theresponses to these demands in each country. In political science, one of the analyticalmethods that has gained increasing recognition in recent years is process tracing, whichinvolves the qualitative examination of empirical evidence related to events, sequences, andconnections within a specific case. It facilitates developing or testing hypotheses regarding themechanisms that might explain a particular outcome, such as regulation (Bennet & Checkel,2014).This process-oriented perspective has become increasingly significant in understandingthe variations within the gig economy across diverse local and national contexts worldwide.A typical starting point here is acknowledging that regulatory processes vary considerablydepending on local factors. For instance, this variation is explicitly evident in the researchconducted by Benli-Trichet and Kübler (2022) and Mazur and Serafin (2022), where theyexamine the regulatory procedures of ride-hailing platforms in distinct cities within the samecountry (intra-case comparisons). However, this approach is also prominent in seminal workssuch as Thelen (2018), which compares responses to Uber in the United States, Germany, andSwitzerland (cross-case comparisons).Furthermore, while some researchers concentrate on the strategies employed byplatforms through conventional forms of business influence, such as lobbying, negotiation,or the mobilization of economic resources (often called instrumental power), others delveinto the distinctive characteristics that define these firms and their central role within thecountries and cities they operate (often called structural power). Thus, structural powerprimarily pertains to shaping comprehensive frameworks and regulatory systems withina given structure. In contrast, instrumental power is closely associated with the directgovernance and enforcement of specific actions or policies (Busemeyer & Thelen, 2020).Conversely, a third viewpoint, labeled "infrastructural power" by Valdez (2022), stemsfrom the critical intermediary position held by platforms. Acting as intermediaries betweenproducers, consumers, and information, platforms establish an ecosystem reliant on theirpresence as their primary influence source. This intermediary function extends to theirsway over diverse economic actors, including consumers, producers, the labor force, andgovernment bodies.Considering these developments, authors have recently advocated for a convergencebetween approaches and the latest theoretical concepts in platform studies. They arguethat platforms occupy a distinct stage of advanced capitalism that must align sufficientlywith the political economy frameworks that emerged during the 1980s (Valdez, 2022).Consequently, works by scholars like Chan and Kwok (2021) and Mazur and Serafin (2022)hold significance as they position the influence strategies of platform firms in dialogue withother contemporary approaches like platformization and surveillance capitalism (Poell etal., 2019; Zuboff, 2019). In this context, the works of Culpepper and Thelen (2020) andValdez (2022) are particularly influential in developing the concept of platform power forunderstanding TNCs and their regulatory influence.Finally, but to a lesser degree, this perspective has also focused on the significanceof political mobilization and the intricacies of contention that unfold within countrieswhen platforms exploit the gaps or ambiguities inherent in existing legal frameworks. Thisliterature draws from contentious politics and challenger-incumbent frameworks (Tzur, 2019)commonly referenced in collective actions and social movements studies. Here, the centralfocus of the analysis is on identifying actors within the regulatory field and the reception andstrategic response to regulatory attempts (Thelen, 2018; Vasconcelos & Hall, 2021).
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Likewise, this approach also considers stakeholder actions through institutional channels,particularly involving legal proceedings. A notable example in this regard is the case of thetaxi drivers' union (Asociación Profesional Elite Taxi) in Barcelona, Spain. Through legalaction, this association initiated a lawsuit in the Court of Justice, ultimately achieving theclassification of smartphone application-based services that connect non-professional driversand passengers as an integral component of a transportation service (Sieradzka, 2020).This strategy, however, has yet to prove to be effective in all contexts, confirming thatin the domain of platform regulation, the logic governing judicial processes differs from thatof legislative settings. Unlike in legislative venues where legislators can establish pioneeringlaws, courts and administrative agencies are primarily concerned with assessing adherenceto established statutes, regulations, and past judicial determinations (Collier et al., 2018).This variation underscores interactions naturally occurring between different approaches, likethose involving the interests and actions of stakeholders and local institutions.
4.3. InstitutionsThe third analytical dimension emphasizes the critical role of established institutionalframeworks, which encompass legal statutes, regulatory measures, and governmental systemsat the national and local levels. It underscores that the existing institutional landscape caneither facilitate or hinder the development and implementation of platform regulations.Researchers adopting this perspective delve into how these institutions' composition andeffectiveness, including legal structures and governmental or autonomous regulatory bodies,influence the political landscape. This line of research often examines how disparities ininstitutional frameworks between countries or regions result in divergent responses to the gigeconomy, which makes it a field of exploration for comparative politics.Focusing on TNCs, most of the works highlight the central role of pre-existing nationalinstitutions in shaping the trajectory of regulation in response to emerging platform-basedtechnologies and services. Various factors, such as the rule of law, regulatory efficacy,the nature of political and economic institutions, adherence to international norms andobligations, and the density of regulation in specific sectors, particularly in urban areasalready subject to extensive regulatory frameworks, are considered (Li & Ma, 2019; Occhiuto,2022; Tzur, 2019).For instance, the research by Kim and Suh (2021) focuses on the institutional and legalframeworks in countries where Uber launched, asserting that the evolution of the rule of lawand the overall effectiveness of governmental market regulations serve as robust indicatorsfor the regularization of this business model. Chan and Kwok (2021) assess the effectivenessof "guerrilla capitalism" strategies employed by the American corporation Uber in China,Taiwan, and Hong Kong, utilizing the conceptual framework of varieties of capitalism. Thisstudy examines the institutional dimension across nations characterized by varying degreesof institutionalization and distinct political regimes, providing a notable case study for ameticulous evaluation of the efficacy or inefficacy of political strategies employed by a U.S.-based enterprise within East Asian contexts.Within specific political systems, variations in institutional contexts are evident, evenwithin a single nation, particularly concerning the degree of autonomy granted to subnationalentities. Tabascio and Brail (2022) shed light on this phenomenon by examining Canada'sthree major metropolitan regions: Toronto, Montreal, and Vancouver. Similarly, in China,where the central government sanctioned the operation of ride-hailing platforms in 2016,
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discernible distinctions in governance authority and hierarchical levels significantly influencethe outcomes of regulatory measures. In this context, municipal bodies are entrusted withformulating industry-governing policies and determining their stringency within differentcities, each displaying varying degrees of regulatory rigor (Li & Ma, 2019). These findingsunderscore the importance of considering the level of governance as an indispensableinstitutional framework for regulating platforms from a multilevel perspective.Lastly, this approach also addresses the influence of institutional legacies from traditionaltransportation industry regulations, underscoring the significant impact of diverse regulatoryenvironments on the political maneuvering outcomes of platform companies (Zwick et al.,2022).Table 1 briefly summarizes the three approaches, the most recurrent research questions,and the most common units of analysis found in the literature.

Table 1. “The Three I’s” in the Current Research on the Politics of Policy Change in the TNC Market

Dimension Research Questions Common Units of Analysis

Ideas
How do ideas navigate the discourse within thepolitical arena and influence the policy-makingprocess? Public speeches and narratives in the press, as well asdecision-making instances involving various stakeholderssuch as platform firms, government officials, or unions.

Interests
How do diverse interest groups politicallymobilize and advocate for their interests inshaping platform regulation? Lobbying efforts, engagement and protest events by laborunions, consumer advocacy activities, and the influence ofplatform firms on regulatory decision-making.

Institutions

How do the composition and effectivenessof institutions (including legal structures andgovernmental or autonomous regulatory bodies)influence the political landscape?
Changes in established institutional frameworks, whichinclude legal statutes, regulatory measures, and governmentsystems at both the national and local levels

Source: Author.
5. PLATFORM GOVERNANCE AS AN INTEGRATIVE FRAMEWORK FOR
UNDERSTANDING POLICY CHANGE IN THE GIG ECONOMYAs we developed, the former three dimensions provide a structured frameworkfor understanding the multifaceted nature of platform regulation. It helps scholars andpolicymakers identify and analyze the key factors and dynamics that shape regulatoryoutcomes within the gig economy. By considering these dimensions, researchers can conductcomprehensive analyses that consider the economic aspects of platform regulation and thesociopolitical and discursive elements. It underscores the field's interdisciplinary nature,where insights from political science, economics, communication studies, and law converge toprovide a holistic understanding of platform governance (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Framing A Platform Governance Approach to TNCs in the Gig Economy

Source: Author.At the same time, the tripartite categorization underscores the necessity of a contingentor multifactorial approach to thoroughly investigate how regulatory narratives, actor interests,and institutional contexts intersect and mold policy responses and regulatory transformationsin the evolution of the gig economy (Stein and Head, 2020). Hence, in alignment with Hall's(1997) approach, it is crucial to acknowledge that numerous academic works in comparativepolitical economy frequently integrate multiple dimensions, mainly when fusing explanatorymodels encompassing two or three analytical methodologies.For instance, in their comparative study of platform firms' institutional actions in theNetherlands, the United Kingdom, and Egypt, Uzunca et al. (2018) considered both the levelof institutionalization in these countries and stakeholders' responses to corporate influencestrategies. Meanwhile, Zanatta and Kira (2018) and Li and Ma (2019) introduced a model thatintegrates an interest-based approach with institutional factors. Factors such as pressure fromincumbent industries and the state of public transport development played significant rolesin understanding the diverse contexts they studied. Benli-Trichet and Kübler (2022) extendedthis approach further, incorporating grassroots organizations' mobilization, platform-relatedissues, and the institutional agenda.On the other hand, Chan and Kwok (2022) delved into how platforms wield powerthrough discursive and political strategies. Their study gains relevance by comparing twosectoral platforms, DiDi and Uber, and elucidating their distinct relationships with variousstakeholders, categorizing them as confrontational or collaborative models based on eachplatform's approach.
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By adopting this approach, we can better navigate platform governance's complex anddynamic landscape. By acknowledging the multifaceted nature of regulatory challenges in theplatform economy, we equip ourselves with a more robust analytical toolkit to address theevolving policy needs of our digital age (Wen, 2023). In essence, we move closer to craftingpolicies responsive to the challenges posed by platforms and adaptive to the ever-changingsocio-political and economic contexts in which they operate.

6. CONCLUSIONSThis article has sought to delve deeper into the intricate landscape of platformgovernance, shedding light on how the introduction of platforms has triggered complexpolitical and governance challenges for national and local regulatory frameworks. In analyzingthe governance of the gig economy, we have examined three critical political economydimensions illuminating the field of study concerning TNC regulation.Crucially, our analysis has dissected the dimensions of platform governance, focusing onthree key facets: ideas, interests, and institutions. We have uncovered the pivotal role of ideas,discourses, and narratives in molding the regulatory response to platforms, emphasizing howthese elements significantly shape the discourse and policy outcomes surrounding platformregulation. Additionally, we have scrutinized the competing interests of various stakeholders,including platform firms, workers, consumers, labor unions, and governments, illustratinghow these interests spark contention and negotiation in the regulatory arena. Lastly, wehave delved into the role of pre-existing institutional frameworks, laws, regulations, andgovernment structures within countries, showcasing how these existing institutional contextscan either facilitate or hinder the development and implementation of platform-relatedregulations.A limitation of this study lies in its primary objective, which is to establish atheoretical framework. For this reason, a systematic literature review has not been pursued.However, future research should consider this approach, with the goal of analytically andgeographically mapping the growing body of scholarly work. Consequently, the literaturewe have explored consistently emphasizes a recurring concern: the imperative need for acomparative perspective to enhance our understanding of the forces that drive or impedeplatform regulation. This overarching conclusion underscores the significance of expandingour analytical horizons beyond single-case studies or isolated examinations of platformgovernance.Despite the compelling rationale for comparative analysis, we must acknowledge aconspicuous gap in the current body of research: the need for more studies from the GlobalSouth (Carby-Hall & Mella, 2020). While scholarly inquiry has made substantial strides ininvestigating platform regulation, a significant underrepresentation of voices and perspectivesfrom regions outside the Global North still needs to be addressed. This perspective wouldhelp reveal the asymmetric conditions between TNCs and developing states, which often faceconditions that make the relationship with platform firms different from those in Europeancountries or the United States (Bizberge et al., 2023).In conclusion, the interplay between States, civil society, and the influence of TNCs inpolicy change is a dynamic and evolving field ripe for further exploration. Our framework callsfor a robust research agenda that not only continues to dissect the multifaceted dimensions ofplatform governance but also considers the broader societal implications. By probing deeperinto these intricate relationships and their evolving dynamics, scholars and policymakers can
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better navigate the challenging terrain of platform regulation in more sectoral fields beyondurban transportation (van Dijck, 2021), ensuring that it aligns with the ever-evolving needs inthe platform society.
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